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Abstract: We present a computational scheme to compute the pH-dependence of binding free
energy with explicit solvent. Despite the importance of pH, the effect of pH has been generally

neglected in binding free energy calculations because of a lack of accurate methods to model it.

To address this limitation, we use a constant-pH methodology to obtain a true ensemble of multi-
ple protonation states of a titratable system at a given pH and analyze the ensemble using the

Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR) method. The constant pH method is based on the combination of

enveloping distribution sampling (EDS) with the Hamiltonian replica exchange method (HREM),
which yields an accurate semi-grand canonical ensemble of a titratable system. By considering the

free energy change of constraining multiple protonation states to a single state or releasing a sin-

gle protonation state to multiple states, the pH dependent binding free energy profile can be
obtained. We perform benchmark simulations of a host-guest system: cucurbit[7]uril (CB[7]) and

benzimidazole (BZ). BZ experiences a large pKa shift upon complex formation. The pH-dependent

binding free energy profiles of the benchmark system are obtained with three different long-range
interaction calculation schemes: a cutoff, the particle mesh Ewald (PME), and the isotropic periodic

sum (IPS) method. Our scheme captures the pH-dependent behavior of binding free energy suc-

cessfully. Absolute binding free energy values obtained with the PME and IPS methods are consist-
ent, while cutoff method results are off by 2 kcal mol21. We also discuss the characteristics of

three long-range interaction calculation methods for constant-pH simulations.

Keywords: constant-pH simulation; absolute binding free energy calculation; binding affinity;

pH-dependence; Bennett acceptance ratio; EDS-HREM; host–guest system

Introduction
pH is one of key environmental factors that regu-

lates cell activity by changing the protonation states

of titratable functional groups of biological mole-

cules. The change of protonation states of titratable

residues can lead to conformational transitions of

proteins and change in the binding affinities of pro-

tein–ligand or protein–protein complexes. Notably, it

was shown that 60% of protein–small molecule, 90%

of protein–protein, and 85% of protein–nucleic acid

complexes have at least one titratable residue that

changes its protonation state upon binding at physi-

ological pH (6.5).1 Although many chemical and bio-

logical binding reactions are pH-dependent,2–4 the

effect of pH has been generally neglected for binding

free energy calculations because there were hardly any

methods to accurately model the effect. In the recent
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SAMPL3 challenge, a community-wide blind prediction

of binding affinity of various host-guest systems, deter-

mining the correct protonation states of host and guest

molecules was a key source of uncertainty for all com-

putational approaches attempted.5,6

In conventional binding free energy calculations,

the protonation states of binding partners are consid-

ered fixed during the binding reaction. However, if the

pKa values of titratable sites are significantly shifted

due to binding, this approximation may lead to large

errors in binding free energy estimates. Additionally,

the protonation states of molecules are generally pre-

determined by empirical pKa prediction methods.7

Although these methods are reasonably accurate,

they are unable to capture the dynamic changes of

protonation states during conformational transitions

of the system because predictions are generally made

based on static conformations. Thus, the use of a

constant-pH molecular dynamics approach is essen-

tial to accurately reproduce the pH-dependence of pro-

tonation states and dynamics of a system.

One of the most commonly used constant-pH

simulation methods is a hybrid molecular dynamics

(MD)—Monte Carlo (MC) approach, which performs

MC steps to determine the protonation states of

titratable residues periodically during MD simula-

tions.8–13 The limitation of this hybrid approach is

that it is only compatible with implicit solvent mod-

els. With explicit solvent, a sudden change of partial

charges is involved with the destruction and forma-

tion of several hydrogen bonds, which leads to very

large energy differences and an extremely low accep-

tance ratio of MC steps. In other words, solvent

reorganization should be considered for constant-pH

simulations with explicit solvent. Thus, more sophis-

ticated methods that perform short MD simula-

tions14 or free energy calculations15 have been

developed to perform constant-pH simulations with

explicit solvent.

Another class of constant-pH simulation methods

is based on a continuous charge model. Constant-pH

methods with explicit solvent were developed based on

k-dynamics.16,17 In these methods, the charges of titrat-

able residues continuously fluctuate between different

protonation states, which are represented by k varia-

bles. These methods have two major issues that should

be addressed for free energy simulations. First, it is not

clear whether these methods correctly sample from a

semi-grand canonical (SGC) ensemble of a titratable

system.8,18 Second, coupling k-dynamics with standard

free energy methods, such as Bennett acceptance ratio

(BAR),19,20 is not trivial.

Recently, we developed a new constant-pH

simulation method21,22 with explicit solvent using envel-

oping distribution sampling (EDS)23,24 and Hamiltonian

replica exchange (HREM).25,26 EDS generates a hybrid

Hamiltonian enveloping multiple Hamiltonians, and it

allows the sampling of multiple states in a single MD

simulation. The method uses a smoothness parameter s,

which adjusts the ruggedness and the heights of energy

barriers of the hybrid Hamiltonian. Additionally, energy

offset parameters are used to tune the free energy differ-

ences between states to maximize the number of state

transitions in the original EDS approach. For constant-

pH simulations, multiple protonation states are com-

bined using the EDS scheme and the energy offset

parameters are used to reflect the effect of environment

pH. To enhance state transitions, multiple EDS Hamilto-

nians with lowered energy barriers are coupled via

HREM. It was shown that an ensemble sampled from an

EDS-HREM simulation can easily be restored to the cor-

rect SGC ensemble with a simple reweighting proce-

dure.22 However, long-range electrostatics were treated

with a simple cutoff scheme, and the more accurate non-

bonded interaction calculation schemes, such as particle

mesh Ewald (PME)27 or the isotropic periodic sum (IPS)

method,28–30 are not addressed.

In this article, we present a computational rec-

ipe to calculate the pH-dependency of binding free

energy with three different non-bonded interaction

calculation schemes: a simple cutoff scheme, PME,

and IPS. A Cucurbit[7]uril (CB[7]) and benzimida-

zole (BZ) complex was used as the benchmark sys-

tem (Fig. 1). CB[7] has drawn much interest from

chemists because it binds with various neutral and

cationic molecules and can be applied to drug deliv-

ery, asymmetric synthesis, molecular switching,

and dye tuning.31–35 BZ and its derivatives are

widely used to develop drugs and have various bio-

logical activities, such as antiparasitics, anticon-

vulsants, analgesics, antihistaminics, antiviral,

anticancers, antifungals, and anti-inflammatory

activities.36 BZ is known to form a stable complex

with CB[7] and undergo a shift of 4 pKa units dur-

ing binding.37 In this study, we estimated the pKa

shift of BZ induced by CB[7] binding from EDS-

HREM constant-pH simulations. We compared the

binding free energies obtained with fully computa-

tional approach and those predicted from the esti-

mated pKa values. We also discuss the effects of

partial charges and non-bonded interaction calcula-

tion schemes.

Theory

Constant pH simulation with explicit solvent
Here, we briefly review our recently developed EDS-

HREM constant-pH simulation method, which is

compatible with explicit solvent.21,22 By using a

model compound to calculate the free energy differ-

ence between protonated and deprotonated species,

it is not necessary to calculate the non-molecular

mechanical free energies associated with a protona-

tion state transition. More detailed discussion on the

use of model compound in constant-pH simulation

can be found elsewhere.9,10,21,38,39 Using EDS, we
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can generate a hybrid Hamiltonian that envelopes

the N different protonation states of a titratable

system:

EEDSðx; s;pHÞ52ðbsÞ21 ln
XN
i51

exp½2bsðEiðxÞ2Eoffset
i ðpHÞÞ�

 !
;

(1)

where EiðxÞ is the potential energy of state i at coor-

dinates x, b5ðkBTÞ21, s is the smoothness parame-

ter that adjusts the heights of energy barriers

between end states, and Eoffset
i ðpHÞ value is the pH-

dependent energy offset value for state i, which is

defined as

EoffsetðpHÞ5DGMM
model2kBT ln10ðpH2pKa;modelÞ; (2)

where DGMM
model is the deprotonation free energy of a

model compound based on a molecular mechanics

Hamiltonian, pKa;model is the pKa value of the free

model compound. It should be clearly noted that

DGMM
model values are state based and not site based. In

the case where multiple sites are used, this value

can account for most of the Ewald or IPS effects due

to net charge changes due to the deprotonation of

multiple sites. This is a significant advantage over

site based methods where reference energies are

typically assigned on a per site basis. This reduces

the need to introduce compensating solvated ions

when using Ewald based electrostatic methods. Basi-

cally, all of the effects due to net charge and solvent

fraction can be folded into the DGMM
model values. This

is not to say that compensating solvated ions will

have no potential benefit when used with EDS based

methods, but just makes it clear that they are less

necessary than with site based approaches with a

single DGMM
model value per site.

In CHARMM, the EDS method is implemented

using EDS temperature,40 defined as TEDS5T=s.

With bs51=ðkBTEDSÞ, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

EEDS ðx;TEDS;pHÞ52kTEDSln

XN
i51

exp½2ðEiðxÞ2Eoffset
i ðpHÞÞ=kTEDS�

 !
:

(3)

It should be noted that the EDS method has a

tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy. If TEDS is

small, the hybrid Hamiltonian becomes very similar

to the original end state Hamiltonians, but the

heights of energy barriers remain large, which leads

to few state transitions. With the presence of explicit

solvent molecules, protonation state transitions

require the rearrangement of several hydrogen

bonds, which leads to very large energy barriers

between distinct protonation states. In contrast, if

TEDS is large, the energy landscape of a hybrid Ham-

iltonian becomes smoother and the heights of energy

barriers become lower, which facilitate frequent pro-

tonation state transitions. However, the difference

between the original end state Hamiltonians and the

hybrid Hamiltonian becomes larger, which may lead

to sampling of non-physical conformations.

To overcome this limitation, we combined multi-

ple EDS potentials using HREM21 [Fig. 2(A)]. First,

a baseline Hamiltonian with TEDS 5 0 is generated

to obtain the accurate ensemble of multiple protona-

tion states, which follows the minimum energy sur-

face of the original end state Hamiltonians. We

showed that the ensemble obtained with the baseline

Hamiltonian can be readily recast into the semi-

grand canonical ensemble through a simple reweight-

ing scheme. To facilitate protonation state transi-

tions, replica exchanges are performed between the

baseline Hamiltonian and smoothed EDS potentials

with large TEDS values.

Recently, we extended this one-dimensional rep-

lica exchange approach, in which replica exchanges

are performed between different TEDS values, to a

two-dimensional replica exchange scheme that per-

forms additional replica exchanges between different

pH values22 [Fig. 2(B)]. Benchmark results using

Figure 1. Chemical structures of (A) Cucurbit[7]uril (CB[7]), (B) protonated and (C) deprotonated benzimidazole (BZ). (D) The

docked structure of the CB[7]:BZ complex.
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three amino acid monomers showed that the 2D-

EDS-HREM method converged to the reference value

within 1.5 ns while the 1D-EDS-HREM simulations

did not. We also compared the sampling efficiencies

of the 1D and 2D methods using snake cardiotoxin

whose toxicity depends on pH. The results demon-

strated that the 2D method enhances the number of

protonation state transitions and the extent of confor-

mational sampling with the same amount of compu-

tational resources, which led to much smaller errors

in pKa estimations. The only limitation of the 2D

method compared to the 1D method is the fact that a

larger number of processors must be coupled simulta-

neously. In this work, all constant-pH simulations

were performed with the 2D-EDS-HREM method for

faster convergence.

Computational scheme for considering the

pH-dependence of binding free energy

A computational scheme to consider the pH-

dependence of binding free energy is shown in

Figure 3, where we assume that only the guest is

titratable and has N distinct protonation states,

P1;P2; . . . ;PN. In conventional binding free energy

calculations, the simulation is performed with a fixed

protonation state to obtain, DGPi

bind. However, under a

true constant-pH condition, the N protonation states

of the guest and the complex are distributed based

on solution pH and their respective pKa values. Thus,

binding free energies estimated with the fixed charge

approximation should be corrected by including the

free energy changes from constraining from N proto-

nation states of the free guest to a single state Pi

(DGPi

1 ) and releasing the complex Pi from being con-

strained to a single state to the N states (DGPi

2 ).

The constant-pH ensembles of free BZ (left side

of Fig. 3) and the CB[7]:BZ complex (right side of

Fig. 3) were obtained by performing 2D-EDS-HREM

constant-pH simulations. The constant-pH ensem-

bles include the protonated and deprotonated states

of BZ and their ratio is determined by a given exter-

nal pH value, which is used to adjust the offsets in

the 2D-EDS-HREM calculations. The free energy

changes associated with constraining multiple proto-

nation states to a single state, DGPi

1 , and releasing a

single protonation state to multiple states DGPi

2 were

calculated with the BAR method.6,19,20,40–42 Note

that constraining always has a nonnegative DG

while releasing has a nonpositive DG. The free

energy differences between constant-pH (UEDS) and

fixed protonation state (UPi
) ensembles were calcu-

lated as follows:

Figure 2. Schematic representation of (A) 1D and (B) 2D EDS-HREM methods. (A) In the 1D EDS-HREM, the baseline Hamilto-

nian that follows the minimum of initial end state Hamiltonians is coupled with smoothed Hamiltonians. (B) In the 2D EDS-

HREM, replica exchanges are performed between different pH conditions.

Figure 3. Computational scheme for constant-pH binding

free energy calculation. Pi circles on the left side represent

possible multiple protonation states of a guest molecule, and

blue circles on the right side represent complex formation.

DGPi

1 is the free energy cost for constraining multiple protona-

tion state to a single protonation state, Pi. DGPi

bind is the bind-

ing free energy calculated with the fixed protonation state, Pi.

DGPi

2 is the free energy change by freeing the protonation

state Pi to multiple protonation states at a given pH

condition.
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DGPi

1 52b21ln
hf ðUEDS2UPi

2CÞiPi

hf ðUPi
2UEDS1CÞiEDS

� �
1C; (4)

where UPi
is the potential energy of a protonation

state Pi and UEDS is the baseline EDS potential of a

given pH condition enveloping N protonation states.

h. . .iEDS and h. . .iPi
represent the constant-pH and

the Pi state ensembles, respectively. A constant C

can be obtained via an iterative solution.19,20,41 Simi-

larly, the free energy change of releasing a single

protonation state to N protonation states can be cal-

culated as follows:

DGPi

2 52b21ln
hf ðUPi

2UEDS1CÞiEDS

hf ðUEDS2UPi
2CÞiPi

 !
1C: (5)

To calculate GPi

1 and GPi

2 , we performed the fixed

charge simulations of BZ and CB[7]:BZ with the pro-

tonated state partial charges. The absolute binding

free energy of BZ in a single protonation state to

CB[7] (DGPi

bind in Fig. 3) was calculated with the vir-

tual bond algorithm (VBA).43 Detailed description

on the virtual bond algorithm is presented later.

Analytical expression for calculating the

pH-dependence of binding free energy

Here we briefly review the theoretical framework for

considering the pH-dependence of general binding

reactions.44–47 Consider a receptor (R) without a

titratable site and a ligand (L) with a single titrata-

ble site, whose equilibrium state can be written as

R1ðL1HL1Þ �
Kobs ðRL1RHL1Þ; (6)

and the observed equilibrium constant Kobs is:

Kobs5
½RL�1½RHL1�
½R�ð½L�1½HL1�Þ

: (7)

From the thermodynamic cycle that includes

both the protonated and deprotonated ligand states

(Fig. 4), the observed binding constant (Kobs) is a

function of binding constants of the deprotonated

ligand (K0
b ) and protonated ligand (K1

b ) as well as

the equilibrium constant between the protonated

and deprotonated states of the free ligand and the

complex, KF
a and KC

a , respectively.

Kobs5
½RL� 11

½RHL1�
½RL�

� �
½R�½L� 11

½HL1�
½L�

� �5K0
b

1110pKC
a 2pH

1110pKF
a 2pH

(8)

5
½RHL1� ½RL�

½RHL1�11
� �

½R�½HL1� ½L�
½HL1�11
� �5K1

b

1110pH2pKC
a

1110pH2pKF
a

(9)

Thus, the pH-dependent binding free energy is

written as:

DGb ðpHÞ5DG0
b2kBT ln

1110pKC
a 2pH

1110pKF
a 2pH

 !
(10)

5DG1
b 2kBT ln

1110pH2pKC
a

1110pH2pKF
a

 !
; (11)

where DG0
b and DG1

b are the binding free energies

obtained with the fixed deprotonated and protonated

ligands. If multiple residues are titrated, this rela-

tionship can only be used when they are uncoupled.

Method

Preparation of test system

The CHARMM generalized force field (CGenFF)

parameters of protonated and deprotonated BZ and

CB[7] molecules were generated by the Paramchem

server.48,49 The CGenFF program version 0.9.7.1

and the force field version 2b8 were used. The

parameter and charge penalties of the deprotonated

BZ are 0.0, and those of the protonated BZ are 79.0

and 55.6, respectively. The free BZ molecule and the

CB[7]:BZ complex were solvated with TIP3P water

molecules using the CHARMMing server.50 For both

molecules, two cubic water boxes with different

sizes, 30Å and 40Å, were prepared. The 30Å boxes

were used for simulations performed with a simple

cutoff scheme without using PME or IPS to treat

long-range interactions. The PME and IPS simula-

tions were carried out with the 40 Å boxes.

For all simulations, the cutoff used for building

the non-bonded list was 15 Å, electrostatic interac-

tions were truncated by the force shift method with

a cutoff of 12 Å, and the van der Waals interactions

were truncated with a switching function between

10 Å and 12 Å. For the PME simulations, the grid

Figure 4. Thermodynamic cycle of the complex formation

between a receptor (R) and a protonated (HL1)/a deproto-

nated (L) ligand. K1
b and K0

b are the binding constants of the

protonated and deprotonated ligands. KF
a and KC

a represent

the equilibrium constants between protonated and deproto-

nated states of the free ligand and the complex.
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spacing in each spatial direction was set to <1 Å.

All initial solvated structures were minimized by

100 steps of the adopted basis Newton–Raphson

method.51 After minimization, the systems were

equilibrated for 200 ps under constant temperature

and pressure condition with the Langevin piston

barostat52 and the Nose-Hoover thermostat.53

Constant pH simulation with EDS-HREM

Constant pH simulations were performed with the

2D EDS-HREM method of CHARMM.54 For a given

conformation, the potential energies of protonated

and deprotonated states were calculated independ-

ently and combined via Eq. (3) with CHARMM’s

MSCALE command.55 The offset value in Eq. (3)

was determined based on the external pH and the

deprotonation free energy obtained with each non-

bonded interaction calculation scheme (Table I). The

deprotonation free energies were calculated with the

thermodynamic integration (TI) method [Eq. (12)].

DG0!15

ðk51

k50

@EðkÞ
@k

� �
dk (12)

Eleven equally spaced k values ranging from 0.0

to 1.0 were used.

The constant-pH simulations of the CB[7]:BZ

complex with CGenFF partial charges were per-

formed with six different pH values: 10.5, 11.5, 12.5,

13.5, 14.5, and 15.5. Initially, the constant-pH simu-

lations of the complex were performed with a pH-

range from 7.0 to 11.0, whose median is the experi-

mental pKa value of the CB[7]:BZ complex. However,

only a small fraction of trajectories at pH 5 10.0 and

11.0 were observed to be in the deprotonated state,

which indicates that the pKa estimated from the cal-

culation is shifted higher than the experimental

value. Thus we performed constant-pH simulations

with the higher pH values listed above.

To assess the effect of partial charges on the

pKa calculation, we performed constant-pH simula-

tions with the RESP partial charges56 that were

used in a previous study by Kim et al.57 Through a

similar procedure, the constant-pH simulation of the

complex with the RESP partial charges were per-

formed with 6 pH values ranging from 1.5 to 7.5

with an interval of 1.0 pH unit. The simulations of

the free BZ molecule were performed at pH 5 3.5,

4.5, 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5. For all constant-pH simulations,

the following four TEDS values were used: 0, 7000,

14,000, and 30,000. In this study, the TEDS values

were determined via trial-and-error by running a

series of short simulations so that exchange rates

between replicas with different TEDS values range

from 10 to 30% for an efficient sampling (Supporting

Information Tables I—VI). We are planning to devise

an automatic procedure that can optimize TEDS val-

ues, which is similar to what was suggested for a

general EDS calculation.24 A timestep of 1 fs was

used. All simulations were performed for 1 ns under

NVT conditions. The temperature was maintained at

300 K using the Nose-Hoover thermostat. The

SHAKE algorithm constrained the length of bonds

between hydrogens and heavy atoms to their param-

eter values.

Absolute binding free energy calculation by

virtual bond algorithm

The absolute binding free energy of CB[7] and BZ

were calculated using the virtual bond algorithm

(VBA).43 Because the direct calculation of absolute

binding free energy is computationally complex, the

thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 5 was used.

The absolute binding free energy was calculated

from the difference between the decoupling free

energy of the ligand and its solvation free energy:

DGbind52DGC
rest-on2DGC

elec2DGC
vdW

2DGC
rest-off 1DGF

elec1DGF
vdW;

(13)

where DGC
rest-on is the free energy cost for turning on

six geometric restraints, one distance, two angle,

and three dihedral angle harmonic restraints, to

keep the ligand bound to the host, DGC
elec is the free

energy change of decoupling the electrostatic inter-

actions of the guest, and DGC
vdW is the free energy

change of decoupling the van der Waals interactions.

DGF
elec and DGF

vdW are the electrostatic and vdW con-

tributions of the solvation free energies of the guest.

The free energy of removing the restraints DGC
rest-off

was calculated by the analytic formula of the VBA

method43:

DGC
rest-off 52kT ln

8pVðKrKhA
KhB

K/A
K/B

K/C
Þ

r2
aA;0sinðhA;0ÞsinðhB;0Þð2pkTÞ3

" #

2kT ln
rHG

rHrG

� �
; (14)

where V is the size of simulation box, raA;0 is the ref-

erence distance of the distance restraint, uA;0 and

uB;0 are the reference values of the angle restraints,

and K values are the force constants of distance,

angle, and dihedral angle harmonic restraints. Kr

was set to 5 kcal mol21 and the other force constants

of angle restraints were set to 20 kcal mol21. The

Table I. Deprotonation Free Energies of BZ
(kcal mol21)

Deprotonation free energy

Cutoff 1.64
PME 10.11
IPS 9.99
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rH, rG, and rHG terms in the second term are the

symmetry numbers of the host, the guest, and their

complex; rG and rHG are 1 and rH is 14.

The free energies of individual steps of VBA

were calculated with TI. The k values for TI were

adjusted so that the fluctuation of oEðkÞ=ok of each

window is similar to or less than thermal fluctua-

tions. For the calculation of DGrest-on, we used 19 k
points: (0.0005, 0.002, 0.004, 0.00625, 0.01, 0.01875,

0.03, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,

0.9, 1.0). For the calculations of DGelec and DGvdW,

we used 15 k points: (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,

0.675, 0.725, 0.775, 0.875, 0.925, 0.975, 1.0). For

each k value, the derivatives of potential energy

with respect to k were sampled for 100 ps, which

amounts to 1.9 ns for the DGrest-on simulations and

1.5 ns for the DGelec and DGvdW simulations.

Results and Discussion

Constant-pH simulations with PME and IPS
It is well known that systems using periodic bound-

ary conditions (PBC) have an artifact due to polar-

ization.58–63 In PME, the net charge of the unit box

should be neutral to ensure the convergence of the

calculation. If the unit cell has a nonzero net charge,

a background charge is introduced as a uniform con-

tinuous plasma with opposite charge from the unit

cell. This background charge correction shifts the

reference value of the PME potential, but it does not

affect the forces from PME. This correction also

introduces an artifact in free energy calculations. An

ion solvated in a cubic box interacts with its image

charge and the background plasma. The correspond-

ing free energy contribution is q2f
2eL, where q is the

charge of the ion, L is the box size, � is the solvent

dielectric constant, and f is a constant. Based on a

correction to account for this term, the free energy

of placing a charge on an ion in an infinite solvent

box can be obtained from a PBC simulation of a box

of size L as follows:63

DGelecðL!1Þ5DGelecðLÞ1
q2f
2�L

1OðL22Þ: (15)

Therefore, with PME, it is important to use

identically sized boxes for the deprotonation free

energy calculation of a model compound and the

constant-pH simulation of the target system.

In addition to PME, we also tested the perform-

ance of the IPS method. The IPS method calculates

the pair-wise interactions within a sphere defined by

a cutoff, a local region. Interactions with atoms

beyond the cutoff are replaced with the isotropic peri-

odic image of the local region. Thus, the total IPS

potential is calculated as the sum of analytic pairwise

potentials, and unlike PME, net charge correction is

not necessary, which makes the method suitable for

constant-pH simulations. In this study, we used 40 Å

cubic water boxes for all TI calculations and

constant-pH simulations with PME and IPS

(Table I). The deprotonation free energies calculated

with the cutoff, PME and IPS methods clearly indi-

cate that the IPS result is in close agreement with

the PME result. It also shows that using the cutoff

method yields a much smaller deprotonation free

energy by about 8 kcal mol21 than the PME and IPS

results. This large difference is due to the fact that

the PME and IPS methods include the effects of infi-

nite periodic lattices, while the cutoff method only

considers interactions within a cutoff distance.

Figure 5. Thermodynamic cycle of the virtual bond algorithm for absolute binding free energy calculation. Green circles repre-

sent the various states of the guest and a larger white circle represents the host. DGC
rest-on is the free energy cost for turning on

bond, angle, and dihedral restraints. DGC
elec is the free energy change of decoupling the electrostatic interactions of the guest

from the rest of the system. DGC
vdW is the free energy change of decoupling the van der Waals interactions of the guest.

DGC
rest-off corresponds to the free energy change by turning off the restraints, which can be obtained with the analytic formula.

DGM
elec is the free energy change of decoupling electrostatic interactions of the guest monomer. DGM

vdW is the free energy

change of decoupling the van der Waals interactions of the guest monomer.
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The titration curves of the CB[7]:BZ complex

and the free BZ molecule obtained with 2D-EDS-

HREM constant-pH simulations using the cutoff,

PME, and IPS methods are shown in Figures 6

and 7. These curves show that the 2D-EDS-HREM

simulations with the PME and IPS methods yield

similar results to the simulation with the cutoff

method. Because EDS-HREM yields the SGC ensem-

ble of a system, our simulations do not have any

unwanted or unexpected artifacts in conformational

sampling or treating electrostatic interactions as

long as the same size boxes are used for the refer-

ence free energy calculation and constant-pH simu-

lations. The estimated pKa values of the CB[7]:BZ

complex range from 12.7 to 13.5, which are much

larger than the experimental pKa value of the mono-

mer, 5.5. These values are also larger than the

experimental pKa of the complex, 9.0. This large

shift indicates that the binding free energy of the

complex formed with the protonated BZ is over-

stabilized relative to the complex with the neutral

BZ. This discrepancy is mostly due to over-polarized

partial charges of the host and protonated BZ

because the EDS-HREM method yields the SGC

ensemble of a given Hamiltonian. Previously we

showed that the 2D-EDS-HREM calculations con-

verged fast in all benchmark systems. Thus the

sampling errors of the simulations are much smaller

than the errors due to the partial charges. The over-

stabilization of the protonated CB[7]:BZ complex due

to over-polarization is also supported by its high

charge penalty scores. The largest penalty score,

55.6, is assigned to two carbons bridging a benzene

ring and an imidazole ring and the second largest

penalty score, 41.1, is assigned to two nitrogen rings.

Generally, a penalty score from ParamChem higher

than 50 indicates that an extensive validation and

optimization of the partial charges are necessary.48,49

In the study of Kim et al.,57 they presented a

computational scheme to consider the pH effect in

binding free energy calculation with the generalized

Born (GB) implicit solvent model.64 Interestingly, the

calculated pKa value of the CB[7]:BZ complex using

the RESP charge and explicit TIP3P water is 4.14,

meaning that the pKa value is shifted in the opposite

direction of the experimental result. This indicates

that neutral BZ binds more strongly with CB[7] than

protonated BZ. This result shows that the calculation

of pKa value is extremely sensitive to the partial

charges of a system. This large discrepancy is prob-

ably due to the incompatibility between the vdW

parameters of CGenFF and the RESP charges. Thus,

a highly sophisticated charge optimization procedure

should be performed to achieve a better agreement

Figure 6. Titration curves of CB[7]:BZ complexes obtained from constant-pH simulations with three non-bonded interaction

calculation schemes: (A) cutoff, (B) PME and (C) IPS methods. Panel (D) shows the titration curve of CB[7]:BZ complex with

RESP charges using the simple cutoff scheme. The x axes represent pH and the y axes represent the fraction of deprotonated

BZ, fd. Solid lines represent the deprotonated fraction estimated with the Henderson-Hasselbach equation using the estimated

pKa values. Blue dots are obtained from the constant-pH simulations.
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with the experimental results. Another possible way

to improve the result is to consider the polarizability

of the host and guest molecules by using polarizable

force fields.65,66 Because the protonation site of BZ is

not located at the center of CB[7], the partial charges

of CB[7] should be distributed asymmetrically when

bound with the protonated BZ. However, this effect is

not considered in this study. In addition, the polariz-

ability of water should be considered properly,

because the binding free energy is a result of a subtle

balance between newly formed interaction between

the host-guest interactions and lost host-water

interactions.67

To assess the convergence of the constant-pH

simulations of the the CB[7]:BZ complex, we investi-

gated the timeseries of estimated pKa values, pKaðtÞ
(Fig. 8). The pKaðtÞ values are obtained with the

data sampled until a time point t. The analysis

shows that the constant-pH simulations with all

long-range interaction schemes are converged in 1.5

ns. All pKaðtÞ values remain stable after 1.5 ns.

The computational cost of our method is propor-

tional to the number of protonation states consid-

ered. The apparent computational cost of EDS-

HREM simulation is proportional to 2n if there are n

titratable residues. However, this computational cost

can be reduced. There are two ways to improve the

efficiency of an EDS-HREM calculation. First, a sub-

set of possible protonation states may not be

included in a constant-pH calculation based on

experimental or structural information. For exam-

ple, HIV protase has four titratable aspartic acids.

Because of steric hindrance between the carboxyl

groups of the aspartic acids, only one residue is

allowed to be in the protonated state, which reduces

the number of protonation states considered to 5

instead of 16. Second, more efficient implementation

of the EDS method will improve the efficiency of the

EDS-HREM scheme. To improve the performance of

EDS calculations, we are planning to implement a

more efficient EDS routine, which calculates the

EDS potential from the total potential energy of one

reference state and the energy differences between

the reference state and the rest of states. For a

constant-pH simulation, the differences of the elec-

trostatic interactions between titratable residues

and their neighboring atoms within a cutoff distance

are necessary to calculate the EDS potential.

pH-dependent binding free energy

We calculated the pH-dependence of binding free

energy of the CB[7]:BZ complex in explicit water

with three non-bonded interaction calculation

schemes (Fig. 9). For each scheme, we performed

three independent sets of VBA simulations and the

average and standard deviation obtained from the

three simulations were calculated (Table II). In the

high pH range, the binding free energies were calcu-

lated by considering the existence of multiple proto-

nation states of the complex (DGPi

2 in Fig. 3). To

Figure 7. Titration curves of the free BZ molecule obtained from constant-pH simulations with three non-bonded interaction

calculation schemes: (A) cutoff, (B) PME and (C) IPS methods. The x axes represent pH and the y-axes represent the fraction

of deprotonated BZ, fd. Solid lines represent the deprotonated fraction estimated with the Henderson-Hasselbach equation

using the estimated pKa values. Blue dots are obtained from the constant-pH simulations.

Figure 8. The timeseries of pKa values obtained with the cut-

off (blue), the PME (green) and the IPS (red) method.
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calculated the pH-dependent binding free energy, the

absolute binding free energy between neutral BZ and

CB[7] was first calculated and corrected by the distri-

bution of the protonation states of the CB[7]:BZ com-

plex. The free BZ molecule was assumed to be fully

deprotonated due to high pH. In contrast, in the low

pH range, the absolute binding free energy value cal-

culated with protonated BZ was adjusted by the pro-

tonation state distribution of the free BZ molecule

corresponding to DGPi

1 in Figure 3, and the complex

was assumed to be fully protonated.

It is clear that the computational results

obtained with BAR calculations show good agree-

ment with the estimated values using the analytical

formula, Eq. (10), which indicates that our computa-

tional protocol shown in Figure 3 successfully cap-

tures the pH-dependence of binding free energy. For

all three non-bonded schemes, the discrepancies

between the calculated absolute binding free energy

of the fully protonated BZ using the VBA method

and the predicted value obtained with the fully

deprotonated BZ calculation results and Eq. (10) are

smaller than 1 kcal/mol, which are within the range

of error bars of the VBA calculations (Table II). This

indicates that our computational protocol leads to

consistent pH-dependent binding free energy esti-

mates of a given system regardless of its protonation

state chosen.

It is worth noting that the PME and IPS calcu-

lations result in almost identical absolute binding

free energies of protonated and deprotonated BZ,

which is consistent with previous studies.68,69 In

contrast, the binding free energies calculated with

the cutoff scheme are lower than the PME and IPS

results by �2 kcal mol21 consistently. Compared

with the experimental value, 24.4 kcal mol21, the

PME and IPS results show a smaller deviations

than the cutoff results, which implies that using

accurate long-range interaction methods leads to

better predictions. It should be noted that the devia-

tions of simulation results from the experimental

value is mainly due to the force field and partial

charge parameters used. The sampling errors of the

VBA calculations were estimated to be less than

Figure 9. pH-dependent binding free energies of the CB[7]:BZ complex with CGenFF charges using different non-bonded inter-

action calculation schemes: (A) cutoff, (B) PME, and (C) IPS. Solid lines are obtained with the analytic formula, Eq. (10), using

the pKa value estimated from the constant-pH simulation and the binding free energy calculated with the deprotonated BZ as a

reference binding free energy (DG0
b). Blue and green dotted lines correspond to the calculated absolute binding free energy val-

ues of the deprotonated and protonated BZ molecule using the VBA method [Eq. (13)]. Blue and green dots are calculated by

considering the effect of multiple protonation states using the BAR calculations [Eq. (5)]. The deviations between the blue dot-

ted lines and blue dots correspond to the DGPi

2 values in Figure 3. The free energy values are lowered by allowing multiple pro-

tonation states. Under the high pH conditions, the free BZ molecule is assumed to be fully deprotonated. The deviations

between the green dotted lines and the green dots correspond to DGPi

1 values in Figure 3 corresponding to the free energy cost

associated with constraining multiple protonation states to a single protonation state. Under the low pH conditions, the

CB[7]:BZ complex is assumed to be fully protonated..

Table II. Calculated Absolute Binding Free Energy of BZ with CGenFF Partial Charges (kcal mol21)

DGC
rest-on DGC

elec DGC
vdW DGC

rest-off DGF
elec DGF

vdW DGbind

Cutoff deprot 10.1 6 0.8 3.9 6 0.1 0.2 6 0.2 27.9 7.9 6 0.1 210.9 6 0.3 29.3 6 0.9
prot 9.1 6 0.3 22.5 6 0.1 0.2 6 0.5 27.9 14.3 6 0.0 210.8 6 0.1 220.4 6 0.9

PME deprot 10.0 6 0.8 2.4 6 0.0 0.4 6 0.5 28.8 6.4 6 0.0 29.7 6 0.3 27.2 6 1.1
prot 8.7 6 0.6 24.6 6 0.1 0.0 6 0.1 28.8 16.7 6 0.1 29.6 6 0.2 217.5 6 0.6

IPS deprot 10.1 6 0.3 2.6 6 0.1 2.3 6 0.5 28.8 6.4 6 0.0 27.4 6 0.3 27.2 6 0.7
prot 8.1 6 0.5 25.0 6 0.1 2.8 6 0.7 28.8 16.6 6 0.1 27.5 6 0.1 218.0 6 0.9
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1 kcal mol21 (Table II). The current results show

that absolute binding free energy calculation is

highly sensitive to partial charges and charge mod-

els, which suggests a necessity for using more accu-

rate partial charges or charge models, such as

polarizable force fields.

Our computational protocol can be especially

useful when multiple sites are coupled and titrated

simultaneously. The analytic formula, Eq. (10), can

be used only when all titratable sites are decoupled.

Otherwise, the titration curves will show a non-

sigmoidal behavior, and the relationship does not

hold. In contrast, calculating the free energy differ-

ence between a fixed protonation state and multiple

protonation states is straightforward and rigorous

because the EDS-HREM method guarantees sam-

pling of the correct SGC ensemble of a system.

The contributions of individual steps of the VBA

method are listed in Table II. Among all terms,

DGrest-on values are the major sources of calculation

errors. In contrast, the electrostatic and vdW free

energies of the complex state and the free state

show smaller fluctuations. This is consistent with

the previous observation that absolute binding free

energy calculations show larger fluctuations than

relative binding free energy calculations or solvation

free energy calculations.70

Conclusion
In this work, we present a computational scheme to

perform a pH-dependent binding free energy calcula-

tion with explicit solvent using the recently devel-

oped 2D EDS-HREM method. We benchmarked our

scheme by calculating the binding energies of the

cucurbit[7]uril and benzimidazole complex at various

pH conditions. We compared the constant-pH simu-

lation results with three different non-bonded inter-

action calculation methods: the cutoff, PME and IPS

methods. Our results show that an absolute binding

free energy at a given pH can be reproduced with a

sampling error less than 1 kcal/mol by using either

a protonated or deprotonated ligand based on given

partial charges. The absolute value of disagreements

between experiment and our calculations range from

3 to 4 kcal mol21, which are mainly due to an incor-

rect representation of electrostatic interactions

between the CB[7] and BZ molecules. The PME and

IPS calculations result in consistent pKa estimates

and absolute binding free energy results, which indi-

cates that the IPS method can be a proper alterna-

tive to PME for constant-pH simulations with

explicit solvent because it does not require the

charge neutrality of a system. In addition, the PME

and IPS calculation results are closer to the experi-

mental value than the result obtained with the

cutoff method.

However, the estimated pKa shifts due to

the complex formation are much larger than the

experimental value. This difference is entirely due

to the choice of force field and partial charges used.

The results presented here are accurate for the

model used. The high sensitivity of the result to the

specific choice of partial charges, suggests that, for

this method to become truly useful, a serious look at

the choice of charge model and associate charge

parameters should be warranted.57 Specific devia-

tions from experimental values seen here are likely

due to the use of over-polarized partial charges of

the host and the guest. A more accurate charge par-

tial charge assignment scheme may be sufficient to

reproduce experimental values, but it is more likely

that a more advanced electrostatic model that

includes polarization and higher multipole moments

may be needed before this method can provide

results that are reliably consistent with experiment.
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